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HEBREWS 12 
COMMENTARY 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

1 Therefore, since we have so great a cloud of witnesses surrounding us, let us also 
lay aside every encumbrance and the sin which so easily entangles us, and let us 
run with endurance the race that is set before us, 2 fixing our eyes on Yeshua, the 
author and perfecter of faith, who for the joy set before Him endured the cross, 
despising the shame, and has sat down at the right hand of the throne of God. 3 
For consider Him who has endured such hostility by sinners against Himself, so 
that you will not grow weary and lose heart. 
 
12:1 Ch. 12 shifts the scene, from speaking of figures from Israel’s past, to our author 

now discussing his audience’s present experience. The author of Hebrews will be exhorting 
his readers and listeners on the theme of discipline, and will ask them to consider the 
sufferings of Yeshua on their behalf. William L. Lane makes the important point, “The Greek 
text exhibits elegant, genuinely oratorical word order, sonorous instances of effective word 
play, the use of alliteration, and carefully balanced clauses…These stylistic and linguistic 
features display a concern for rhetorical effect…The result is lively and animated 
discourse.”1 As you will likely see, there is a great deal of material that readers get to 
consider in these short 29 verses. 

Hebrews’ audience is first admonished, “we are surrounded by such a great cloud of 
witnesses” (NIV). It is notable that our writer does not employ the term nephelē, often 
referring to a single “cloud,” but instead nephos, “a cloud, mass or pile of clouds” (LS),2 which is 
synonymous to “host” (WBC).3 Lane states, “The metaphorical use of the word ne,foj, ‘cloud,’ 
to describe a crowded group of people is a common classical figure.”4 

The cloud of witnesses may be compared to spectators in the stands at an athletic 
competition. This group of witnesses composes “testifiers” of God’s power and work in the 
lives of His people, and how their example of faith should surround those seeking to be 
faithful. There may be some parallels between what is seen in ch. 12 about Believers in 
Yeshua being admonished to endure on the path of faith, and the example of the Maccabean 
martyrs in 4 Maccabees 17:10-24, which may be summarized as, “Truly the contest in which 

 
1 Lane, 47b:406. 
2 LS, 530. 
3 Lane, 47b:397. 
4 Ibid., 408. 
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they were engaged was divine, for on that day virtue gave the awards and tested them for 
their endurance. The prize was immortality in endless life…The tyrant was the antagonist, 
and the world and the human race were the spectators…The tyrant himself and all his 
council marveled at their endurance, because of which they now stand before the divine 
throne and live through blessed eternity” (4 Maccabees 17:11-12, 14, 17-18). 

Concerning these verses from 4 Maccabees, F.F. Bruce makes the poignant remark, 
“there are several echoes in the present context of our epistle. The martyrs contend in a 
context in which the pagan king is their antagonist; and true religion wins the victory by 
their endurance; the universe and the whole race of mankind are the spectators, while 
Virtue occupies the president’s box. The prize with which the martyrs are crowned is 
eternal life.”5 This is not only the basic story of the Maccabean martyrs, but also of many 
who have had to endure persecution, and even death, for the faith. 

Considering the testimony of those who have gone on, our author can then tell his 
audience, “we must throw off every encumbrance, every sin to which we cling, and run 
with resolution the race for which we are entered” (NEB). A few examiners have suggested 
that he is actually telling First Century Jewish Believers to throw away a life of Torah 
obedience, but if this were the case, then why would he likewise possibly be referring to 4 
Maccabees—anything but an anti-Torah text? David A. deSilva points out that 4 Maccabees 
“promotes an ongoing commitment to Jewish values…by claiming that Torah is the best 
teacher of the virtues prized even by the Greco-Roman world.”6 If the author of Hebrews is 
appropriating these ideas, then he uses them in the context of describing, to primarily a 
Jewish, but also a non-Jewish, audience, the critical need to endure with God because the 
world is watching. 

Using an athletic theme as his frame of reference, our writer says to throw off every 
“weight” (KJV, RSV). The Greek ogkos simply means “bulk, size, mass,” but could also refer 
“metaph. [to] weight, trouble” (LS).7 As an athlete trained for a marathon in ancient times, he 
would make sure that he would shed any excess weight that would impede proper 
performance. Leon Morris indicates, “Athletes carried nothing with them in a race…and the 
writer is suggesting that the Christian should ‘travel light.’”8 Spiritually, Believers are 
admonished to remove what The Message paraphrases as “spiritual fat.” This would require 
Messiah followers, being trained up in Him, to remove superfluous things that hinder their 
ability to compete in the race of life. Take important note of the fact that the author of 
Hebrews links the pronoun “we” to his readers; he is competing along with them in this race 
and does not remove himself from the training. 

As Messianic Believers, each of us has had to shed things as we have adopted new 
things. We have adopted things with which we were not raised. Jewish people who have 

 
5 Bruce, Hebrews, 335. 
6 deSilva, 430. 
7 LS, 542. 
8 Morris, in EXP, 12:134. 
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come to faith in Yeshua have certainly changed their lives, by virtue of the fact that they 
recognize Him as the Messiah and accept the testimony of Him as true. Many have had to 
work beyond, and are still working beyond, prejudices that they grew up with toward 
Christianity. Likewise, many non-Jews in the Messianic movement have had to work 
beyond stereotypes about Judaism and the Jewish people, as well as recognize the 
limitations of their different Christian backgrounds. I believe that if we can recognize one 
another as fellow members of the Body of Messiah, and keep Him as our focus, that we will 
be miraculously empowered to perform God’s work in the world. 

But how many of us forget to remain fit? How many of us forget the fact that the 
training never ends? Every good baseball player goes to batting practice every day, and 
every good basketball player shoots hoops every day as well. Any military officer is engaged 
with the battle plans and histories of previous wars, so should a war ever come, he is 
prepared for action. Anyone in any field of work has to watch his or her physical and mental 
condition, so the important decisions can be made without any second thoughts when they 
come. 

It is notable that a few, in our Messianic faith community, might consider the allusion 
by our author to athletic contests to be full of “Hellenistic paganism.” Historically, it is true 
that there were often pagan rituals involved in Greek games, and many of the athletes even 
competed naked (1 Maccabees 1:10-15). However, to assert that our author is appealing to 
these practices is a bit much, as he only uses the concept of a race in a general sense to 
appeal to the human experience. Appealing to athletic competition also appears to be 
common throughout Diaspora Judaism of the First Century. Lane informs us, “The 
frequency with which it occurs in hellenistic-Jewish sources, especially Philo and 4 
Maccabees, suggests that it was commonplace in synagogue preaching throughout the 
Greek-speaking Diaspora.”9 In fact, the allusion to athletic contexts similar to what we see 
in the Roman world are made several times in the Midrashim: 

 
“VOICE OF THY BROTHERS BLOOD CRIETH UNTO ME FROM THE GROUND. R. Judan, 
R. Huna, and the Rabbis each commented. R. Judan said: It is not written, ‘Thy 
brother's blood’ (dam-singular), but ‘Thy brother's bloods’ (deme-plural): i.e. his blood 
and the blood of his descendants. R. Huna observed: It is not written, ‘Surely I have 
seen yesterday the blood (dam) of Naboth, and the blood (dam) of his sons,’ but, ‘Surely 
I have seen yesterday the bloods (deme) of Naboth, and the bloods (deme) of his sons’ 
(II Kings IX, 26), which means, his blood and the blood of his descendants. The Rabbis 
said: It is not written, ‘His own servants conspired against him for the blood (dam) of 
the sons of Jehoiada,’ but,...‘For the bloods of (deme) the sons of Johoiada’ (II Chron. 
XXIV, 25), namely, his blood and the blood of his descendants. R. Simeon b. Yohai said: 
It is difficult to say this thing, and the mouth cannot utter it plainly. Think of two 
athletes wrestling before the king; had the king wished, he could have separated 

 
9 Lane, 47b:408. 
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them. But he did not so desire, and one overcame the other and killed him, he [the 
victim] crying out [before he died], ‘Let my cause be pleaded before the king!’ Even so, 
THE VOICE OF THY BROTHER'S BLOOD CRIES OUT AGAINST ME. It [the blood] could 
not ascend above, because the soul had not yet ascended thither; nor could it go below, 
because no man had yet been buried there; hence the blood lay spattered on the trees 
and the stones” (Genesis Rabbah 22:9).10 
 
“[F]or the wealth I had, how could I have built all this country for my glory?’—for it 
says, The king spoke and said: Is not this great Babylon, etc.  (ib.27). ‘Now if I squander 
all my wealth, there will be no glory left me.’ So he locked his coffers. When he said 
this, a voice from heaven answered him, as it says, While the word was in the king's 
mouth, there fell a voice from heaven (ib. 28). What enabled him to dwell securely for 
twelve months? Charity. Well, if this is what it does for the wicked, then how much 
more does it do for Israel? Hence ’ Keep ye justice and do righteousness’ (Isa. LVI, 1). It 
is like a man who came to a city where he heard that a gladiatorial exhibition 
was about to be held.’ He asked a gladiator, ‘When will the show take place?’ He 
replied: ‘It is far off yet.’ Then he asked the one who was to give the show and he 
replied: ‘Soon.’ He then said: ‘Did I not ask the gladiator this, yet he said, “It is far 
off”?’ He replied: ‘Is this your sense, to ask the gladiator? Is he then anxious for 
me to stage the gladiatorial exhibition, knowing as he does that he may be slain 
when he descends into the arena?’ Similarly, when Israel asked Balaam: ‘When will 
salvation come?’ He replied: ‘I see him, but not now; I behold him, but not nigh’  (Num. 
XXIV, 17). Said the Holy One, blessed be He, to them’” (Exodus Rabbah 30:24).11 
 
Both of these quotations should reveal that the author of Hebrews did not go beyond 

Jewish cultural norms of the broad First Century. Competition is a theme that anyone 
should be able to easily identify with. 

What is most important for readers to keep in mind is what the “race” of life actually 
involves. The Greek term employed in v. 1 is agōn, which is “gener. a struggle against 
opposition, struggle, fight” (BDAG).12 It is by no coincidence that this is the root for our 
English word “agony,” because the life of faith is often something that involves pain. It is 
difficult to separate our author’s usage of agōn as “race” from the varied usages that Paul 
employs, including: “conflict” (Philippians 1:30), “struggle” (Colossians 2:1), “opposition” (1 
Thessalonians 2:2), and “fight” (1 Timothy 6:12; 2 Timothy 4:7). deSilva observes that a 
theme being emphasized in the “race” metaphor is that “a person willingly chose to endure 
physical discomfort, to submit to the reproaches of a trainer, to curb luxury, and to turn 
aside from many delights enjoyed by the nonathlete or the fully participating member of the 
dominant culture.”13 The same should be easily said of anyone who chooses to follow 

 
10 The Soncino Midrash. Judaic Classics Library II. 
11 Ibid. 
12 BDAG, 17. 
13 deSilva, 427. 
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Yeshua the Messiah. The call to “run with perseverance” (NIV) is common throughout the 
Apostolic Scriptures,14 and those who run the marathon of faith must continually see that 
they are able to perform well. 

12:2 V. 2 begins with the words aphorōntes eis, “looking (in)to,” as the author of 
Hebrews places a high priority on this audience focusing their attention upon Yeshua. 
Donald Guthrie says that it “implies a definite looking away from others and directing one’s 
gaze towards Jesus. It suggests the impossibility of looking in two directions at once.”15 
Understanding Yeshua the Messiah as the center of faith is a theme that can never be 
overstated. Tim Hegg makes the valid point, “The word translated ‘fixing our eyes’ or 
‘looking’ is a present participle, emphasizing that this is a constant action, not something 
done once. Our constant attention and focus as we run is upon Yeshua.”16 Do we as 
Messianics ever make the mistake of taking our attention off Yeshua? If any of today’s 
evangelical Christians have been guilty of not fully looking to the example of Jesus and His 
Lordship to guide their lives, then it is safe to say that various Messianic people have placed 
other things at the center of their faith, from time to time. 

The need to always look to God is a theme that is present all the way at the beginning of 
Genesis, but in v. 2 is probably influenced by the example of the Maccabean martyrs. They 
looked to God and endured tortures to the point of death: 

“O mother, who with your seven sons nullified the violence of the tyrant, frustrated his 
evil designs, and showed the courage of your faith!...Here lie buried an aged priest and an 
aged woman and seven sons, because of the violence of the tyrant who wished to destroy the 
way of life of the Hebrews…Eleazar was the first contestant, the mother of the seven sons 
entered the competition, and the brothers contended” (4 Maccabees 17:2, 9, 13). 

This fits very well with our author’s description of Yeshua as “the pioneer” (NRSV) or 
“the founder” (ESV) of faith, “who, for the sake of the joy that lay ahead of him, endured the 
cross, making light of its disgrace, and has taken his seat at the right hand of the throne of 
God” (NEB). Yeshua, as the Leader and as the example His followers are to emulate, endured 
the hardships that His experiences on Earth dealt Him—to the point of dying on a Roman 
cross. Now He has been exalted at the right hand of His Father in Heaven. But Yeshua is not 
only the example for those who live after His death and resurrection; He is the example par 
excellence even for people who endured hardships before His First Coming. As Bruce 
observes, “Our author’s answer might well be that they did not really go before him; he went 
before them as truly as he has gone before us,”17 notably as it was “Jesus, who saved a people 
out of the land of Egypt” (Jude 5, ESV).18 

 
14 Acts 20:24; 1 Corinthians 9:24-26; Galatians 2:2; 5:7; Philippians 2:16; 2 Timothy 4:7. 
15 Guthrie, Hebrews, 250. 
16 Hegg, Hebrews, 224. 
17 Bruce, Hebrews, 337. 
18 Cf. Ibid., fn#37. 
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Yeshua the Messiah, in His humanity, is the perfect embodiment of faith that His 
followers are to emulate when they face difficult circumstances. He is represented by the 
author of Hebrews as the teleiōtēs, “one who brings someth. to a successful conclusion, 
perfecter” (BDAG).19 Partaking of the human experience, Warren A. Quanbeck points out 
that He “needed the utmost of courage and stamina for his strenuous ministry. He has 
broken the trail for us, and he also enables us to follow his path. His mission in life required 
great personal effort. He needed motivation, even as we do. His motivation was the joy of 
doing God’s will.”20 As our author has already stated, “Then I said, ‘Here I am—it is written 
about me in the scroll—I have come to do your will, O God’” (10:7, NIV; cf. Psalm 40:7-8). 
Such obedience to the Father not only involved keeping His Law, but most notably being 
humiliated and unjustly executed. 

Keep in mind how to the Romans, the cross (Grk. stauros) was a sign of great shame. 
The Senator Cicero would attest, “Let the very mention of the cross be far removed not only 
from a Roman citizen’s body, but from his mind, his eyes, his ears” (Pro Rabirio 5).21 Yeshua 
the Messiah died as though He were a common criminal, and endured something that was 
considered to be a complete curse to almost all outsiders. deSilva notes, “The form of 
execution called crucifixion was calculated to leave the victim utterly stripped of dignity 
and worth in the eyes of the world. It was the vilest, most degrading death possible, as the 
crucified was hung up before all the world precisely as an example of how not to act.”22 

It boggles the human mind how such suffering and death can be considered a joy, yet 
Yeshua as the example emulated joy in His sufferings. He prayed, “these things I speak in the 
world so that they may have My joy made full in themselves” (John 17:13). After being 
executed and resurrected, He was exalted to the right hand of His Father, a theme our 
author has already touched (1:3; 8:1; 10:12). Yeshua promises to share His authority with 
those who endure on Earth and overcome life’s temptations, as He promised the assembly at 
Laodicea, “He who overcomes, I will grant to him to sit down with Me on My throne, as I 
also overcame and sat down with My Father on His throne” (Revelation 3:21). Paul 
Ellingworth summarizes it quite well: “the author wishes to end his period with an 
emphatic affirmation of the permanent triumph of Christ, and thus perhaps by implication 
of the permanent effects of that triumph for believers.”23 

12:3 The author of Hebrews asks his audience, some of whom may be teetering on 
denying the Lord, “Think of all the hostility he endured from sinful people; then you won't 
become weary and give up” (NLT). The implications of the verb analogizomai are severe, as 

 
19 BDAG, 997. 
20 Quanbeck, in The Interpreter’s One-Volume Commentary on the Bible, 900. 
21 Bruce, Hebrews, 338 fn#42. 
The Latin version of this text can be accessed online at 

<http://thelatinlibrary.com/cicero/rabiriopost.shtml>. 
22 deSilva, 432. 
23 Ellingworth, 642. 
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it can mean “to reckon up, sum up” or “to calculate, consider” (LS).24 He is, in essence, asking 
his audience to calculate the cost of believing in Yeshua, wanting them to understand that 
the momentary loss of comfort, status, or even rights on Earth is far outweighed by the 
future rewards they will experience in glory. Again, the theme of present suffering being 
outweighed by future restoration in God’s Kingdom is a common one seen throughout the 
Apostolic Scriptures.25 Yeshua endured unbelievable suffering for fallen humanity, most of 
which only a few of Hebrews’ audience had to even partially experience. Yeshua’s tenacity 
in enduring hardships is the perfect embodiment of Isaiah 40:28-31: 

“Do you not know? Have you not heard? The Everlasting God, the LORD, the Creator of 
the ends of the earth does not become weary or tired. His understanding is inscrutable. He 
gives strength to the weary, and to him who lacks might He increases power. Though youths 
grow weary and tired, and vigorous young men stumble badly, yet those who wait for the 
LORD will gain new strength; they will mount up with wings like eagles, they will run and 
not get tired, they will walk and not become weary.” 

While Yeshua the Messiah is represented as Divine as depicted in the Epistle to the 
Hebrews (1:3-4, 6, 8-11), we need not limit our approach of the Messiah to exclusively this. 
While Yeshua is God, He is also the ultimate human being, being the example for redeemed 
men and women to follow. If we are able to truly count the cost of believing in Him, He will 
share His authority as the reigning King with us. 
 

 
4 You have not yet resisted to the point of shedding blood in your striving against 
sin; 5 and you have forgotten the exhortation which is addressed to you as sons, 
“MY SON, DO NOT REGARD LIGHTLY THE DISCIPLINE OF THE LORD, NOR FAINT WHEN YOU ARE 
REPROVED BY HIM; 6 FOR THOSE WHOM THE LORD LOVES HE DISCIPLINES, AND HE SCOURGES 
EVERY SON WHOM HE RECEIVES” [Proverbs 3:11-12]. 
 
12:4 In describing the spiritual condition of much of his audience, the author of 

Hebrews observes, “In your struggle against sin you have not yet resisted to the point of 
shedding your blood” (RSV). It is possible that “sin” here should be understood as “sinners,” 
as Yeshua previously in v. 3 contended with “sinners.” This would make “sin” out to be 
more a force than an ideology that the audience was confronting. However, a critical part of 
this letter, which readers need not forget, is the fact that its audience is relatively spiritually 
immature (5:12-6:2), so it is probably best to understand “sin” as a reference to both sinners 
to contend with and the power of sin that can be present. Either way, we do not get the full 
impression that too many in Hebrews’ audience had to really die for their faith. But, it was a 
coming reality that our writer is preparing them for. 

 
24 LS, 58. 
25 Matthew 5:10-12; Romans 8:18; 2 Corinthians 4:17; 1 Peter 4:13; 5:1, 10. 
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Commentators such as Lane view v. 4 as essentially or figuratively saying, “You have 
not done your utmost.”26 He compares it to the sport of boxing, which “was the supreme test 
of the pentathlon, and bloody wounds were commonplace.”27 This is important to consider, 
because shedding blood need not always be a reference to death, but equally so need not 
disclude the possibility of death. Ellingworth indicates, “it is fair to assume that the author 
and his readers know of [Believers] elsewhere who have died for their faith.”28 Any way it is 
approached, our writer’s reference to “shedding blood” is most definitely a way of saying, 
“You have yet to experience any real physical pain.” Experiencing physical or bodily harm 
for the faith as a theme is seen in the Books of Maccabees in the Apocrypha: 

 
“So, committing the decision to the Creator of the world and exhorting his men to fight 
nobly to the death for the laws, temple, city, country, and commonwealth, he pitched 
his camp near Modein” (2 Maccabees 13:14). 
 
“Here lie buried an aged priest and an aged woman and seven sons, because of the 
violence of the tyrant who wished to destroy the way of life of the Hebrews. They 
vindicated their nation, looking to God and enduring torture even to death” (4 
Maccabees 17:9-10). 
 
It may be our author’s wish that his mainly Jewish audience remember the 

martyrdoms of those who have preceded them. Dying for the ways of God is now extended 
to including dying or enduring physical harm for the sake of the gospel of salvation. 

Some people in Hebrews’ audience were in danger of giving up their belief in Yeshua, 
for any number of reasons. In ch. 12 our author addresses the concerns of those who may 
have to experience pain for the Messiah. Some may have believed that giving up on Yeshua 
would have been easier for them than enduring some momentary pain. These words speak 
true not only in the First Century, but to anyone thinking of reneging on the Lord. Louis H. 
Evans, Jr., a Presbyterian, astutely remarks, “His severe warnings to his readers of the 
possibility of apostasy unnerve us who have been raised in a Calvinistic theology.”29 To 
those who think that personal salvation cannot be willfully given up by an individual, our 
author writes some severe words, which Arminians or Wesleyans generally have had an 
easier time understanding. (How we develop a distinct Messianic point of view on this will 
be something fascinating for us to embark upon.) 

12:5-6 While readers may see some disturbing statements here, the author of Hebrews 
actually demonstrates some hope toward his audience. He writes, “You have forgotten the 
exhortation which addresses you as sons” (REB), and proceeds to say that what they are 
presently experiencing comes directly from God. Not only is this discipline from God—but it 

 
26 Lane, 47b:417. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ellingworth, 644. 
29 Evans, 220. 
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is actually an example of His Divine love.30 Substantiating this, he quotes from Proverbs 3:11-
12, primarily in its Septuagint version. You will notice that the differences between the 
Hebrew MT and Greek LXX are not substantial, but are notable: 

 
PROVERBS 3:11-12 (MT) PROVERBS 3:11-12 (LXX) 

 
My son, do not reject the discipline of the 
LORD or loathe His reproof, for whom the 
LORD loves He reproves, even as a father 
corrects the son in whom he delights. 

 
My son, despise not the chastening of 
the Lord; nor faint when thou art 
rebuked of him: for whom the Lord 
loves, he rebukes, and scourges every 
son whom he receives (LXE). 
 

 
musar ADONAI b’nei al-tim’as v’al-taqotz 
b’tokach’to. ki-et asher ye’ehav ADONAI 
yokiach u’k’av et-ben yirtzeh 

 

 
huie mē oligōrei paideias Kuriou mēde 
ekluou hup’ autou elegchomenos hon gar 
agapa Kurios paideui mastigoi de panta 
huion hon paradechetai 
 

 
In the first part of the v. 12, the Hebrew MT says ye’ehav ADONAI yokiach, “For whom the 

LORD loves, He rebukes” (NJPS). The Greek LXX renders this as hon gar agapta Kurios paideui, 
“for whom the Lord loves, he rebukes” (LXE). The difference is in the second half of v. 12. 
The Hebrew MT reads with u’k’av et-ben yirtzeh, “As a father the son whom he favors” 
(NJPS). The Greek LXX differs from this, as it reads mastigoi de panta huion hon paradechetai, 
“and scourges every son whom he receives” (LXE). This reading is what passes into 
Hebrews 12:5b-6: 

“My son, do not regard lightly the discipline of the Lord, nor be weary when reproved 
by him. For the Lord disciplines the one he loves, and chastises every son whom he 
receives” (ESV). 

This same reading from the Greek LXX is used by Philo in a similar context to the 
author of Hebrews: 

“And it is from this consideration, as it appears to me that one of the disciples of Moses, 
by name the peaceful, who in his native language is called Solomon, says, ‘My son, neglect 
not the instruction of God, and be not grieved when thou art reproved by him; for whom 
the Lord loveth he chasteneth and scourgeth every son whom he receiveth.’ [Proverbs 
iii. 11.] Thus, then, scourging and reproof are looked upon as good, so that by means of it 
agreement and relationship with God arise. For what can be more nearly related than a son 
is to his father, and a father to his son?” (On the Preliminary Studies 177).31 

 
30 Cf. Hodges, in BKCNT, 810. 
31 The Works of Philo: Complete and Unabridged, 320. 
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The emphasis we see in Hebrews, and interestingly enough also in Philo, from the LXX 
reading of Proverbs 3:11-12, is not that the Lord does not love His children. Rather, by 
disciplining His children and also giving them necessary scourgings, it should lead to good 
behavior. This is what the author of Hebrews urges his audience to understand in light of 
their present difficulties—and what we, by extension, need to more understand should we 
ever face hardship today. 
 

 
7 It is for discipline that you endure; God deals with you as with sons; for what 
son is there whom his father does not discipline? 8 But if you are without 
discipline, of which all have become partakers, then you are illegitimate children 
and not sons. 9 Furthermore, we had earthly fathers to discipline us, and we 
respected them; shall we not much rather be subject to the Father of spirits, and 
live? 10 For they disciplined us for a short time as seemed best to them, but He 
disciplines us for our good, so that we may share His holiness. 
 
12:7 The reason that our writer gives, for the discipline that his audience experiences, 

is that “your suffering shows that God is treating you as his children” (Good News Bible). 
The term that he uses for either “discipline” or “chastening” (NKJV) is paideia, which our 
author likely uses with some Maccabean influence. In this case, “Correction may take the 
form of direction as well as chastisement. In rabbinic statements chastisement presupposes 
guilt. Those on whom it falls should scrutinize their actions or ascribe it to neglect of the 
law” (TDNT).32 In Hebrews, discipline by God is extended beyond disobedience to His 
commandments, and now includes people disregarding the message of the gospel. 
Ellingworth makes some important further remarks on how imperative paideia is to 
understanding our author’s message: 

“[paideia and paideuō] are characteristic of the OT wisdom literature, especially 
Proverbs and Sirach; but the idea of discipline through suffering runs, for example, through 
the book of Judges…In Hebrews, as in Proverbs, [paideia] is explicitly seen as including 
unpleasant elements; indeed, the theme is introduced because the readers are experiencing 
the pain of persecution.”33 

The theme that our writer is building upon is God disciplining His people, as any father 
or mother would naturally discipline their own children. The proper rearing of children is a 
principal part of the Torah, known to anyone who reads or hears it: 

 
“And when your children say to you, ‘What does this rite mean to you?’…And it shall be 
when your son asks you in time to come, saying, ‘What is this?’ then you shall say to 
him, “With a powerful hand the LORD brought us out of Egypt, from the house of 
slavery”’” (Exodus 12:26; 13:14). 

 
32 G. Bertram, “education, instruction,” in TDNT, 756. 
33 Ellingworth, 649. 
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“You shall teach them diligently to your sons and shall talk of them when you sit in 
your house and when you walk by the way and when you lie down and when you rise 
up” (Deuteronomy 6:7). 
 
Parents are commanded in Exodus to tell their children about the significance of the 

Passover meal and how it represents God’s deliverance. Likewise given is the command to 
“impress” (NJPS), “recite” (NIV), or “repeat” (HCSB) the commands of God to one’s children 
in daily affairs. But even though these regulations are given in the Torah, and were no doubt 
followed by many in Hebrews’ audience, there are some serious limitations to consider. 
deSilva makes the important conclusion that “the discipline of earthly parents…is 
sometimes on the mark, and sometimes off the mark. Training under earthly parents is also 
short-lived. The expression that it lasts ‘for a few days’ may suggest the incompleteness of 
this preparation.”34 

12:8 It is likely from this point of view that our author asserts, “If you are left without 
discipline, in which all have participated, then you are illegitimate children and not sons” 
(RSV). The Book of Proverbs asserts several times that the reason God’s people are 
disciplined is because of love,35 specified previously by our writer in vs. 5-6. With this in 
mind, if one is not disciplined during the time of his or her faith experience, then is it valid 
to ask whether or not someone is a true Believer? We actually see a ray of hope in our 
author’s treatise in v. 8, because he tells his audience that if they have not experienced some 
kind of discipline or chastening from the Lord, then they are not His. In spite of some on the 
verge of denying the Lord, they will experience His discipline and it will result in a good 
many of them not forsaking Him. 

A person who does not receive the discipline or rebuke of the Lord is described as a 
nothos, “a bastard, baseborn child,” one who is “spurious, counterfeit, supposititious” (LS).36 A 
person who does not receive any kind of chastening from the Lord is, in no uncertain terms, 
a “bastard” (KJV) or “mamzer” (CJB). This can present a great dilemma for many in the Body 
of Messiah, because what are we to consider of a person who claims to believe in Yeshua, yet 
never experiences any kind of difficulty, spiritual discipline, or submits to any kind of 
spiritual training? Bruce actually renders v. 8 as, “if you have no part in the discipline which 
is shared by all, then you are bastards and not trueborn sons” (NICNT).37 

I do think we need to each be very careful in our estimation of what supernatural 
“discipline” is from God, lest we ourselves think that because if we are not persecuted today 
as Believers and experience physical pain, that we are not “saved.” The Lord can discipline 
us in many different ways, not withstanding physical harm. All we need to experience is the 

 
34 deSilva, 452. 
35 Proverbs 13:24; 19:18; 22:15; 23:13-14; 29:17. 
36 LS, 534. 
37 Bruce, Hebrews, 341. 
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removal of His shalom or total peace and harmony from our lives, and we can be disciplined 
by Him. Likewise, the Lord can discipline us by instilling in us critical values and skills that 
we may need for His service. To a degree, discipline does not need to be a negative thing. 
Military officers or enlisted personnel in training are strictly disciplined, even if they follow 
orders to the letter. They experience a disciplined regimen of life so that they can perform 
their duties well. 

12:9 In v. 9 the author of Hebrews introduces another qal v’chomer, a “light and heavy” 
argument, which would have been known in the Greco-Roman world as a fortiori. He states 
how more important it is that his listeners obey God than their human parents, writing, “we 
paid due respect to the earthly fathers who disciplined us” (NEB). Some examiners feel that 
these words were directed less to Hebrews’ Jewish audience, and instead were primarily 
written to non-Jews hearing Hebrews’ message. Morris indicates, “we should not read back 
modern permissive attitudes into our understanding of this passage. The Roman father 
possessed absolute authority. When a child was born, he decided whether to keep or discard 
it. Throughout its life he could punish it as he chose. He could even execute his son and, 
while this was rarely done, the right to do it was there.”38 Using this as an historical frame of 
reference, our writer is not leaving out any non-Jews from his audience, emphasizing that 
God as Father has the right to discipline His children, even though He will not discard then. 

Through the discipline of the Lord, His children “should…submit…readily to our 
spiritual Father, and so attain life” (NEB). The author of Hebrews uses an interesting 
description in v. 9, referring to God as tō patri tōn pneumatōn, “the Father of Spirits.” A.M. 
Stibbs notes this as “a reference to God as the Creator of the human spirit,”39 to be 
contrasted against the “fathers of our flesh” (KJV). We see similar terminology used a few 
places in the Tanach and Apocrypha: 

 
“But they fell on their faces and said, ‘O God, God of the spirits of all flesh, when one 
man sins, will You be angry with the entire congregation?’” (Numbers 16:22). 
 
“Let the Lord God of spirits and of all flesh look out for a man over this congregation” 
(Numbers 27:16, LXE). 
 
“But when he arrived at the treasury with his bodyguard, then and there the Sovereign 
of spirits and of all authority caused so great a manifestation that all who had been so 
bold as to accompany him were astounded by the power of God, and became faint with 
terror” (2 Maccabees 3:24). 
 
12:10 Our author’s reference to God as “the Father of spirits” could be so that his 

audience can transition from seeing that the Lord is primarily concerned about the 

 
38 Morris, in EXP, 12:136-137. 
39 Stibbs, in NBCR, 1214. 
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discipline of their spirituality, which should then result in proper conduct in the world 
reflecting upon Him. He first reflects on the inability for human parents to fully do this, 
remarking, “our earthly fathers disciplined us for a few years, doing the best they knew 
how” (NLT). However, “God disciplines us for our good, that we may share in his holiness” 
(NIV). The Lord disciplines and trains His children so that they might be set-apart unto 
Him, and empowered to perform His tasks in the world—the key thrust of the Torah. 

One of the most difficult things to understand is, that if God’s children are to “be 
partakers of his holiness” (KJV), that being holy, or separated, is not an instantaneous 
process. Consider that when Paul and Barnabas returned to Antioch, Luke records that they 
“were strengthening the souls of the disciples, encouraging them to continue in the faith, 
and saying, ‘Through many tribulations we must enter the kingdom of God’” (Acts 14:22). 
The advantage with God being the Father, versus a human parent, is that whereas any 
training and discipline from a human father or mother is temporary, God’s discipline is 
always present. As Lane remarks, “The clear implication is that it is impossible to share in 
God’s holiness apart from the correction administered through disciplinary sufferings…The 
concept of correction through discipline is thus related to the formation of godly 
character.”40 

When we receive Yeshua into our lives, the Lord begins a great work in us, but it 
obviously has a way to go. Bruce explains it very well: “the holiness mentioned here is…the 
goal for which God is preparing his people—that entire sanctification which is 
consummated in their manifestation with Christ in glory.”41 One day our Earthly journey is 
going to end, and if we have been continuing in our relationship with the Lord, submitting 
to His Instruction and obeying Him, demonstrating godly works in the world, the ultimate 
end of partaking in His holiness is that we “will see Him just as He is” (1 John 3:2). 
 

 
11 All discipline for the moment seems not to be joyful, but sorrowful; yet to those 
who have been trained by it, afterwards it yields the peaceful fruit of 
righteousness. 
 
12:11 It is very true that “Discipline, to be sure, is never pleasant” (REB). This is a 

concept paralleled from both the Apostles Peter and Paul: 
 
“Beloved, do not be surprised at the fiery ordeal among you, which comes upon you for 
your testing, as though some strange thing were happening to you; but to the degree 
that you share the sufferings of Messiah, keep on rejoicing, so that also at the 
revelation of His glory you may rejoice with exultation. If you are reviled for the name 

 
40 Lane, 47b:425. 
41 Bruce, Hebrews, 344. 
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of Messiah, you are blessed, because the Spirit of glory and of God rests on you” (1 
Peter 4:12-14). 
 
“For momentary, light affliction is producing for us an eternal weight of glory far 
beyond all comparison, while we look not at the things which are seen, but at the 
things which are not seen; for the things which are seen are temporal, but the things 
which are not seen are eternal” (2 Corinthians 4:17-18). 
 
Many of us do not enjoy the spiritual discipline that the Lord has had to give us. This is 

true of any generation, be it prior to Hebrews’ composition, during, or after it. But it is 
something that all of us must endure. The result of God’s discipline is that “in the end it 
yields for those who have been trained by it the peaceful harvest of an honest life” (NEB). 
Interestingly enough, the verb gumnazō can mean “to train naked” (LS).42 While in an 
exclusively Hellenistic context the verb relates to how athletes would often train without 
any clothing, I find it interesting that our author uses this verb to describing God’s 
“training” of His children. Consider that when God disciplines His people, we can literally 
be “stripped naked” in front of Him, just as Adam and Eve were when they ate the forbidden 
fruit. God knows what our human sins are, no matter how hard we may try to hide them 
from Him. This fits nicely with our author’s previous statement that the Word of God causes 
“everything [to lie] naked and exposed to the eyes of the One with whom we have to reckon” 
(4:13, NEB). When He trains us, we can definitely be stripped down, only later to find that 
His desire is that we be clothed in white robes washed in the blood of Yeshua (Revelation 
7:14). 

Enduring the discipline of God is something that is very important. The Apostle Paul 
writes the Thessalonicans that they endured persecution so that they could be an example 
for other Believers to emulate: 

“[K]nowing, brethren beloved by God, His choice of you; for our gospel did not come to 
you in word only, but also in power and in the Holy Spirit and with full conviction; just as 
you know what kind of men we proved to be among you for your sake. You also became 
imitators of us and of the Lord, having received the word in much tribulation with the joy of 
the Holy Spirit, so that you became an example to all the believers in Macedonia and in 
Achaia” (1 Thessalonians 1:4-7). 

The Talmud records how “R. Akiba observed, ‘Suffering is precious’” (b.Sanhedrin 
101a).43 This is because obedience to God is thought to bring healing to a person, whereas 
disobedience is to bring pain. The remedy for one being in pain is clearly obedience, and 
then God can offer healing: 

“R. Abba said to Rabbah b. Mari: it is written, I will put none of these diseases upon 
thee, which I have brought upon the Egyptians, for I am the Lord that healeth thee. But since 

 
42 LS, 170. 
43 The Soncino Talmud. Judaic Classics Library II. 
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He hath brought no [disease], what need is there of a cure?-He replied: Thus hath R. Johanan 
said: This verse is self-explanatory, because the whole reads, and he said, if thou wilt 
diligently hearken to the voice of the Lord thy God: thus, if thou wilt hearken, I will not 
bring [disease upon thee], but if thou wilt not, I will; yet even so, I am the Lord that healeth 
thee” (b.Sanhedrin 101a).44 

Another theme that the author of Hebrews is likely considering in v. 11 is the fact that 
many in his audience would likely face martyrdom for their beliefs in Yeshua. The 
Apocryphal text Wisdom of Solomon records how God will reward those who die for Him by 
being given dominion over the nations: 

“Having been disciplined a little, they will receive great good, because God tested them 
and found them worthy of himself; like gold in the furnace he tried them, and like a 
sacrificial burnt offering he accepted them. In the time of their visitation they will shine 
forth, and will run like sparks through the stubble. They will govern nations and rule over 
peoples, and the Lord will reign over them for ever” (Wisdom 3:5-8). 

We see a similar message in Yeshua’s words to the assembly at Thyatira: 
“Nevertheless what you have, hold fast until I come. He who overcomes, and he who 

keeps My deeds until the end, TO HIM I WILL GIVE AUTHORITY OVER THE NATIONS [Psalm 2:8-9]” 
(Revelation 2:25-26). 

The discipline of the Lord is frequently not something that is enjoyed. But, the 
discipline of the Lord is to mold His people into having proper character, and will also 
enable them to receive great rewards in the hereafter. 
 

 
12 Therefore, strengthen the hands that are weak and the knees that are feeble, 13 
and make straight paths for your feet, so that the limb which is lame may not be 
put out of joint, but rather be healed. 
 
12:12 In v. 12 we see a fairly common description of those who slack off, and who are in 

desperate need of acquiring strength. The author of Hebrews admonishes his audience to 
“strengthen your tired hands and weakened knees” (HCSB). This is likely his own 
rewording of Isaiah 35:3, where restored Israel is told, “Strengthen weak hands and give 
support to failing knees” (ATS).45 This theme is present in a selection of notable Tanach 
passages that discourage spiritual and/or physical laxness, as demonstrated by the chart 
below: 

 

 
44 Ibid. 
45 Note that the exact context of Isaiah 35 can be debated. The prophecy was surely directed to an ancient 

audience, and likely first understood as relating to the return of the Jewish exiles from Babylon. However, there 
is nothing in the prophecy to suggest that a future audience is discluded, and that it relates to the end-time 
restoration of Israel before the return of Yeshua. 
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HEBREWS 12:12 PARALLEL TANACH VERSES 

Therefore, strengthen your 
feeble arms and weak knees 
(NIV; cf. Isaiah 35:3). 

 
Therefore all hands will fall limp, and 
every man's heart will melt (Isaiah 
13:7). 
 
Because of the noise of the galloping 
hoofs of his stallions, the tumult of his 
chariots, and the rumbling of his 
wheels, the fathers have not turned 
back for their children, because of the 
limpness of their hands (Jeremiah 
47:3). 
 
The king of Babylon has heard the 
report about them, and his hands hang 
limp; distress has gripped him, agony 
like a woman in childbirth (Jeremiah 
50:43). 
 
All hands will hang limp and all knees 
will become like water (Ezekiel 7:17). 
 
And when they say to you, “Why do 
you groan?” you shall say, “Because of 
the news that is coming; and every 
heart will melt, all hands will be 
feeble, every spirit will faint and all 
knees will be weak as water. Behold, it 
comes and it will happen,” declares the 
Lord GOD (Ezekiel 21:7). 
 
In that day it will be said to Jerusalem: 
“Do not be afraid, O Zion; do not let 
your hands fall limp” (Zephaniah 
3:16). 
 

 
The theme of a person needing to be strengthened, in regard to his or her position to 

God, is common throughout the Tanach. Sirach 25:23 in the Apocrypha adds, “A dejected 
mind, a gloomy face, and a wounded heart are caused by an evil wife. Drooping hands and 
weak knees are caused by the wife who does not make her husband happy.” This sentiment 
could have been known by many in Hebrews’ audience—and should have been heeded if a 
man or woman had an unbelieving spouse. Furthermore, Philo compares the spiritually 
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weak and inept person to the one who could not have endured the wilderness during the 
Exodus, and who thinks that returning to Egypt is his best option: 

“[A]nd then he tempted him.’ [Exodus xv. 23.] For the invisible trial and proofs of the 
soul are in laboring and in enduring bitterness; for then it is hard to know which way it will 
incline; for many men are very speedily fatigued and fall away, thinking labor a terrible 
adversary, and they let their hands fall out of weakness, like tired wrestlers, determining to 
return to Egypt to the indulgence of their passions” (On the Preliminary Studies 164).46 

12:13 The scene of vs. 12-13 is given with the backdrop of a wearied athlete who is out of 
shape, out of his or her game, and in desperate need of physical discipline. The audience our 
author is writing to needed to remember the race in which they were to compete, and make 
certain steps forward. He tells them, “make straight paths for your feet, so that what is lame 
may not be dislocated, but healed instead” (HCSB). They needed to put one foot in front of 
the other in the marathon of faith, so that they did not slip and become seriously injured. 
The Message has an interesting paraphrase of v. 13: “Clear the path for long-distance 
runners so no one will trip and fall, so no one will step in a hole and sprain an ankle. Help 
each other out.” 

While our writer uses athletic imagery to admonish his audience to spiritually change, 
there is some debate about who the “lame” in v. 12 are to be considered. Stibbs remarks, 
“The lame were possibly those halting between Christianity and Judaism,”47 concluding that 
those who were tripping on the race of faith were those looking behind them at their 
previous way of life in Judaism, somehow wanting to go back and possibly being run over in 
the process. Other interpreters may go farther, and conclude that what is seen in v. 12 is 
made to disparage Judaism and the Torah. But, the furthest contrast could only have been 
between those who were becoming spiritually feeble because they could not decide between 
a Judaism without Yeshua, and a Messianic faith with Him at the epicenter. They were 
tripping over themselves on the marathon of faith, and being injured in the process. 

The answer to those in Hebrews’ audience becoming injured, in the competition of life, 
was for them to put their attention back onto Yeshua, One who can supernaturally heal 
them and enable them to run. A Tanach passage that our author may have been considering 
is Proverbs 4:25-27: 

“Let your eyes look directly ahead and let your gaze be fixed straight in front of you. 
Watch the path of your feet and all your ways will be established. Do not turn to the right 
nor to the left; turn your foot from evil.” 

For the most part, Hebrews’ audience was composed of Jews who had grown up in 
Diaspora Jewish synagogues, and regularly participated in the Sabbath and appointed times, 
and were part of a tightly-knit Jewish community. Then Yeshua came into their lives, and 
much of this changed. With the Jewish revolt in the Land of Israel on the horizon, many in 

 
46 The Works of Philo: Complete and Unabridged, 319. 
47 Stibbs, in NBCR, 1214. 
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Hebrews’ audience may have thought that it would be better to join with their fellow Jews 
then be stuck in some outside sect. This is why they were told to look forward. Was 
giving up an eternity with Yeshua worth some momentary relief on Earth? We know, 
because we live two millennia later, that any relief would have only been momentary, as 
anti-Semitism rose dramatically in the Roman Empire after 70 C.E. Our writer’s direction to 
his audience was to be strengthened and continue. 
 

 
14 Pursue peace with all men, and the sanctification without which no one will 
see the Lord. 
 
12:14 Some commentators think that Hebrews 12:14-13:21 forms the last part of our 

author’s treatise, as he is “winding down” his message. While the statements that he makes 
are no less serious than what he has already stated, they may be observed as being more 
general than what he has remarked about concerning the superiority of Yeshua over Moses 
(ch. 3), the figure of Melchizedek and the Messiah’s priesthood (ch. 7), the New Covenant 
(ch. 8), and the figures of faith (ch. 11). While we still have to consider the historical setting 
and conditions in which our writer was communicating, he says nothing unique to them 
that has not already been paralleled in the Tanach, the Apocrypha, the sayings of Yeshua or 
the Pauline Epistles, or for that matter the Synagogue preaching to which they were 
probably accustomed. There are moral exhortations and some final admonitions to 
remember the example of the Messiah. 

V. 14 is an example of such a moral exhortation, and it is one that has caused a great 
deal of controversy in the world of theology. The author of Hebrews writes, “Strive for 
peace with everyone” (ESV), with “peace” actually appearing first in the Greek as eirēnēn 
diōkete, “peace pursue” (YLT). He issues the imperative verb diōkete to his audience, 
indicating that pursuing peace is not a request; it is a command. A direct parallel exists 
between v. 14 and Romans 12:18, where Paul writes, “If possible, so far as it depends on you, 
be at peace with all men.” Many are agreed that our author is writing v. 14 with some likely 
Pauline influence, and possibly even to the Romans with this statement—meaning that it 
was something that they had already been told. But one cannot stop there as the theme of 
peace is consistent throughout the Apostolic Scriptures—a somewhat “universal” theme to 
anyone who believes in Yeshua: 
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